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When my grandparents joined us for part of the Disney vacation, we all wanted to stay in the suite so we could enjoy most of our two days together. With limited options offering occupancy for six on a reasonable budget, we chose finding the Nemo Family Suite at Disney Art Animation Resort as the best value for anyone who is together.
Disney's Art of Animation Resort is categorized as a value resort. One section includes standard Little Mermaid-themed rooms, but most of the resort offers family-run apartments twice the size of a regular room. These family suites are divided into three thematic sections – Cars, Lion King and Finding Nemo. Family suites in all parts have
the same features – three sleeping areas, two bathrooms and a kitchenette – differing only in the theme. Unlike all other Disney value resorts, the Art of Animation family apartments are located in buildings with internal corridors and this is where we start our tour... The Finding Nemo area is quite soothing with calm shades of watery blue.
It's a beautiful relief from the chaos outside! Right at the front door is a dining room with a table and four chairs - a rarity in a Disney room outside the suite or the DVC villa. The table folds up to reveal a full-size murphy bed that is reasonably comfortable. These suites are full of cutest details and I loved the bubble lights on the ceiling. One
of the two fully equipped bathrooms opens into this dining/temporary bedroom area. It's a theme like a sunken shark submarine with one sink and a combination of bath/shower. See All &gt; What's in my Disney Park BagBeyon dining room is a living room with a loveseat-sized sofa bed, TV and kitchenette with microwave, sink, coffee
maker and fridge. We always bring food for breakfast in the room and snacks when we return home from the parks in the evening, so this extended kitchen is very comfortable with plenty of storage space. The full-size sofa bed is the second sleeping area in the suite. Chairs and cute sofas provide more seats and are lightweight, so they
are easily moved to make room for pulling out the bed. This space also has an open cabinet with a bench, as well as drawers under the TV. The open closet in the living room is not ideal in terms of clutter, but serves its purpose. The single bedroom has a queen bed and a private bathroom with private bathroom. We gave our
grandparents this real bed and private bathroom so they didn't have to share with grandchildren! The bathroom has a sink, toilet and walk-in shower. Jellyfish bedside table lamps in the bedroom are some of the cutest touches in the entire suite. Despite the internal corridors, there are no balconies on the outside of the Art of Animation
family suite building, only the windows from the living room and I plan to share a full review of the art of animation as well as comparisons with similar Disney accommodation options soon (spoiler alert: we really aren't fans of this resort!), but I will stay impartial and stay on feature in this tour room. It served our need as a party of six well
and its fun, bright themed is difficult to beat. Be informed about the new WDW Basics blog and access my library for free Disney World planning guides and resources! Stayed at Disney's Art of Animation family apartments? Which section is your favorite - Finding Nemo, Lion King, or Cars? First time we actually stayed on Disney property.
We went with our son, daughter in law and 2 grandchildren aged 4 1/2 and 10 1/2. We stayed in our own suite in Nemu just because we wanted to be close to our grandchildren. The rooms were so nice, colorful and comfortable. Personally, I enjoyed him and her bathrooms. Much easier for 2 seniors to prepare in the morning. (don't move
like you used to). We only used the master bedroom to sleep so I can't report for a sofa bed or Murphy bed (which I thought was so cool). My mother-in-laws said the kids slept in them. My granddaughter got a Murphy bed and had no complaints, she just loved it and my grandson had an open sofa, nor did he have any complaints (enough
space for 4 1/2 years old) lol. It was my husband's birthday the week we were there and they gave him a birthday button to wear and he did and enjoyed all the happy birthday wishes he received. We did an online check-in and had no problem getting rooms. As the apartments are not attached, we were given rooms only 2 doors apart.
Because we wanted to close them, we had to wait a few hours, but we went to explore the Cars section and then photographed lunch in the main building. Nothing special, café style but accessible when we needed it for snacks or something to drink. Everyone was super welcoming and helpful considering we probably asked some silly
questions. The souvenir shop in the main building was interesting and we were able to buy a few things right there. Grandchildren used the games room while we waited for our bus to arrive to return us to the airport. They had the ball. By the way, I needed a scooter to get around. Buena Vista Scooter Rentals delivered it directly to the
resort, the staff brought it to me when I arrived, and every bus driver was so kind and helpful in getting me on buses to different parks. Just before we boarded the bus to return home, the staff took the scooter and placed it in the pick-up area for me. All of us had a wonderful time. First you will meet the largest pool of Big Blue Disney,
which looks as if the movie has come to life. As you walk the corridors to your room, the waves with small bubble bubbles Hidden Mickey will catch your attention. Open the door and enjoy a colorful and whimiscal home away from home, just like Nemo. Disney art animation Finding Nemo Rooms are actually family apartments that will
sleep family of 6 plus one child under 3 years old. Parents and children have 565 square feet of space, plenty of privacy, two bathrooms, a mini kitchenette and all the comforts of home. Prices for finding Nemo Family Suites range from $284-$500 per night depending on the time of year when you visit Walt Disney World.The Art Of
Animation Resort is the only Disney Value resort that offers Disney Story themed rooms... trust us, your kids will love these apartments and are worth every penny. The sleeping arrangement works like this.... Parents have their own master bedroom with a queen-size bed and bath. There is a sleeping sofa in the living room which folds up
and creates a double bed for 2. The dining table will quickly turn into a double bed at night, which will sleep the other two. Disney will also allow another cot in its room for a child under 3 years old. Room features include: Free Internet WiFi Microwave Phone with Voice Mail Messages Hair Dryer Alarm Clock with Radio Kitchenette 2
Bathrooms Refrigerator - Small Coffee Maker Safe - In Room Iron &amp;amp; Plate Special Considerations for Parents..... - Finding nemo section along with that huge Big Blue pool is really the centerpiece of disney animation art. It is the closest part of the animation hall, which is home to the main lobby, shopping, dining yard and
arcade. There is also a huge landromat and bar right at the entrance to the Big Blue Pool. This part of the hotel is busy and noisy late into the evening. If you want to stay here but need a little less noise, ask for a room on the outside of the building and not a view of the pool. - The whole area is stroller friendly and there is elevator access
to all family suites. Since this part is closest to public areas, it is a great choice for anyone with mobility problems. - There's not much shade, so bring plenty of sunscreen. Also don't forget to check it out.... Art Animation Car Suites Art Animation Lion King Suites and Standard Art Animation Little Mermaid Rooms We recently stayed on the
search for Nemo Suite when we took our mother to Disney World for her: Cough:: Important Milestone Birthday. The details were great. It really felt like under the sea. It was great that we could have separate spaces with the baby as she doesn't sleep all night and we didn't want to disturb my mother. In total, this suite has 3 sleeping
areas. It has a separate bedroom, convertible couch bed and 'Murphy' style table bed. If you pack and play cot, this suite can sleep up to 7. The suite also features a dining area, 2 bathrooms and a sink/kitchenette with kitchenette. and mini-fridges. I took a lot of photos to share what it looks like. [ngg src=galleries ids=10
display=basic_thumbnail] Art of Animation Have you stayed with Animation Art before? If you have, you know it's not like most other resort hotels in Disney World. The art of animation is divided into 4 sections, each with a different theme inside and outside. One part is themed with a small sea wine and offers standard rooms. The 3 main
parts are what makes the Art of Animation completely different. These are themed family apartments for larger families and families that would otherwise need two standard rooms to fit all family members. These suites are themed in the style of Lion King, Finding Nemo &amp; Cars. My husband and I stayed the art of animation during our
anniversary trip. We don't have children so we stayed in Little Mermaid rooms, the suite would have been more space than we needed. I'll start by saying that Disney's Magical Express service from the airport is amazing and really convenient! Check in was a breeze and the reception agent was friendly and full of Disney magic. She gave
us buttons so we could let everyone know we're celebrating our anniversary and my birthday. A little tip from me for you; Wear buttons! You will treat some extra perks in parks, it's a lot of fun! The main building is beautiful and clean and the dining yard has some really great dining options. I highly recommend Tandoori station. One
downfall, however, is that this building is really far from the Little Mermaid Suite. Especially late at night when your feet are tired of roaming parks all day long. That walk back to the Little Mermaid area can be torture and I definitely didn't want to go back to the main building for snacks once we settled in our room. Shuttle buses to and from
the parks pick up and leave in this main building. I feel like they should have more stops at night after the parks have been closed, it would be nice to be dropped closer to home. The rooms are very basic but very clean. They're small, but that wasn't a big deal because we were barely in it at all. I wasn't able to get a mobile reception in our
room but the hotel now offers free Wifi. So I was at least able to email our dog monitor and text with other iPhone users. My main complaint about the art of animation is the beds. We asked for the king bed we were given but it was terribly uncomfortable, the pillows were flimsy and the sheets were scratched. After 12-13 hours of being in
parks (we are hardcore park fans), it would be nice to have a good bed to sleep in. Another complaint is that the housekeeping appeared on two different mornings at 8am, I didn't really understand why. It stands to reason that if the parks don't open until 9am, people can still be in the rooms on the 8th floor. It was just Next time we will
emerge to a mild resort. The art of animation was a bit too bare bone for my taste. Like.
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